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The disp曲al of sewage sludge in 叩 economic and environmentally acceptable manner is 
a problem ∞mmon t。副l ∞mmunities t地t have municipal wastewater treatment facilities. 
Similarly, all communities are faced with the disposal of increasing quantities of solid 
waste. The ∞-disp個al of sludge and solid waste in a common facility is a potenti剖
soluti∞ to both of these problems. The resul髓。f an experiment副 program to verify 
the feasibility of the gasificati∞ process for the co-dispos割。f densified sludge and 
source separated solid waste are presented in this paper. 
BACKGROUND 
Facilities for the processing and dispω叫。f wastewater sludges may account for up to 
50 percent of the capit剖 of a treatment plant. Up to 55 percent of the annual 
operating ∞st may be spent for
cost
sludge management. At present, many sludge processing 
alternatives are available. What must be done in the treatment of sludge is to combine 
one or more of these proce弱的 to meet the following goals: 1) sludge volume reduction, 
2) stabilization, 3) pathog凹 reduction ， and 4) energy efficiency. 
Convention副 Approach臼 to SludR,e Disposal 
The unit operati∞s and processes now used f叮 sludge management can be assembled in 
an almost infinite variety of flowsheets. In general, two basic catagories of flowshee臼
can be formulated: biological systems in which aerobic or anaerobic digestion is used 
to stabilize sludge, and thermal systems in which incinerati∞前 pyrolysis， thermal 
gasificati∞， or liquefacti∞ (PTGL) proce品的 are used to reduce the volume and sterilize 
the sludge. 
Biological proce臼es have been used successfully to 甘eat sludge for many years. The 
advantages of these processes relatively simple operati。叫 proven performance, and 
in the case of anaerobic digestion,
are
the potenti剖 for energy recovery. The end product 
of a biologic副 stabilizati∞ is a wet slurry which usually must be dewatered for 
economic disposal. The end produ
process
ct of thermal processes is a dry, sterile ash or char 
which is asmall fracti∞。f the total influent solids. The princip剖 disadvantage t。
these systems is their relatively high capit剖 cost ， and the need for external fuel (oil or 
natural gas). The princip剖 differences between biologic剖 ar吋 thermal sludge processing 
systems are summarized in Table I. 
TABLE I. Characteristics of bioi句ica1 ar叫訟llmR&1 processing systems. 
Type of System 
Parameter 
Biological Thermal 
Residence time Long 0-60 days) Short (lOsec. 1 hour) 
Start up time L∞g (9-180 days) Short (20min-l hour) 
Operatiαlal temperature Low (20-35°C) High (300-11000 C) 
Operational complexity Moderate Low to high 
Potential for automati∞ Moderate Very high 
Preferred feedstock Nutritionally Dry 
balanced, 
wet slurry 
Residue Biologically active, Dry,sterile 
wet slurry ash or char 
Co-dis阱>sal of SludKe and Solid Waste 
The main disadvantage to the thermal processing of sewage sludge is the need for auxiliary 
fossil fuel. Co-disposal of sludge and solid waste in a common system would eliminate 
or reduce the need for fossil fuels f前 the incinerati∞ of sludge, while reducing the 
landfill requiremen臼 for solid waste. Currently, there are no full scale co-disposal 
systems operating in the United States, however, several facilities are under ∞nstruction
or in the design stage. Co-disposal proce弱es are of two basic types: in the first, a 
mass fired solid waste incinerator is used to ∞mbust dried sludge which has been mixed 
with unseparated municipal solid waste; in the second, a sewage sludge incinerator is 
modified to accept refuse derived fuel (RDF) as a substitute for the natural gas or oil 
normally used in such furnaces. 
In addition, there are many pyrolysis, thermal gasificati∞， and liquifaction (PTGL) 
proce岱es being proposed for the conversion of biomass, sludge, and municipal, industrial, 
and agricultural waste into solid, gaseous, and liquid fuels. An excelle叫。verview of 
many of the proce臼es currently under development is given in Reference~.
G揖ification 品 a Co-disposal Option 
An alternate system for sludge disposal that ∞uld be used by both large and small 
communities involves the co-gasificati∞。f sludge and source separated solid waste. 
Such a system is shown sd1ematically in Figure 1. The system ∞nsists of the following 
components: a shredder to reduce the size of waste paper and mix it with dewatered 
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sludge, a densificati∞ system to convert the sludge/waste paper mixture into a dense 
fuel cube, the gasificati∞ reactor， a gas cleanup system, and an engine-generator to 
convert the gas to electrical energy. 
GASIFIER 
WASTE 
ElECTRI C POWERPAPER 
CHAR 
FIGURE 1. C~g揖ification s持t凹1 for sludge ar吋 solid wastι
GASIFICAnON: AN OVERVIEW 
Gasification is an energy efficient technique for reducing the volume of solid waste and 
the recovery of energy. Essentially, the process involves the partial combustion of a 
carbonaceous fuel to generate a ∞mbustible fuel gas rich in carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen. The histα﹒ical development, the basic theory of operation, and the types of 
reactors used in the gasificati∞ process are disωssed briefly below. 
Defini世∞
Currently, there is much ∞nfusi∞ in the literature between the 學rms pyrolysis and 
gasification. In this paper, the following definitions given by Lewis'" are used. 
''Pyrolysis- Thermal processing of waste in the absence of oxygen, in (a) in­
directly heated retorts, and (b) furnaces that are directly heated by fuel gases 
f rom a burner firing ∞ a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio." 
''Gasifi臼ti∞- Thermal processing of waste where a fracti∞。f the stoichiometric
。xygen required by the waste is admitted directly into the fuel bed to liberate 
the heat req叫red for the endothermic gasificati∞ reactions. The volatile p。此ion
of incoming waste will be prolyzed by the heat of the fuel gases, and the outlet 
g臼 compositi∞ will reflect both proce揖es."
Historical Development 
The inventor of 喜地 proce品 is unknown, but stationary gasifiers were used in England in 
the early 1800's.... 的 the early 1900's, gasifier technology had advanced to the point 
where virtually any type of cellulosic residue such 品 rice hulls, olive pits, straw, and 
walnut shells could be gasified. These early gasifiers were used primarily to provide the 
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fuel for stati∞ary gasoline engines. Portable gasifiers emerged in the early 1900's. 
T地y were used for ships, automobiles, trucks, and tractors. During World War II, France 
had over 60,000 charcoal burning cars while Sweden has about 75,000 w∞d 凶rning
gasifier equipped cars. With the return of relatively cheap and plentiful gasoline and 
diesel 。比 after the end of Wor ld War II, gasifier technology was all but f前gotten.
However, WSweden, research has continued into t情 use of wood fueled gasifiers for 
agriculture ~.
In the United States, gasificati∞ technology was, until recently, virt叫ly ignored. In 
the early 1970's work was started in the United States ∞ pyrolysis systems for energy 
recovery from ωlid wastes. Many of these pyrolysis systems for energy recovery from 
solid wastes are actually cOlT\Plex adaptations of the simple gasificati∞ process.ζFor
example, the PUROX proce臼J and the Envirotec multiple hearth pyrolysis system V are 
in reality gasification systems. 
Reactor Types 
Four basic types of reactors are used in gasification. They are: 1) vertical packed bed, 
2} multiple hearth, 3} rotary kiln, and 的 fluidized bed. Most of the early gasification 
work in Europe was with the packed bed reactors. The other types are favored in current 
United States practice, with the excepti∞ of the PUROX oxygen blown gasifier (an 
updraft reactor). The verti臼1 packed bed (VPBR) reactor has a number of advantages 
over the oth宙 types including simplicity and relatively low capital cost. However, it 
is more sensitive to the mechanical characteristics of the fuel. The merits and limitations 
of vertical packed bed gasifiers are discussed in detail in Reference'. 
In the VPBR gasifier fuel flow is by gravity with air and fuel moving co-currently through 
the reactor (see Figure 2). At steady state, four zones form in the reactor. In the 
hearth zone, where air is injected radially into the reactor, exothermic ∞mbusti∞ and
parti剖 combusti∞ reactions predominate. Heat transfers from this 詢問 upward int。
the fuel mass, causing pyrolysis reacti∞s in the distillati∞詢問 and partial drying of 
the fuel in the drying zone. Actual producti∞。f the fuel gas in the reduction 
zone, where endothermic reactions predominate, forming CO and H..,.
occurs
The end produc髓
。f the process are a carbon rich char and the low energy gas. 品
Gasification Theory 
A gasifier is basically an incinerator operating under reducing ∞nditions.
During the gasification process, six principal reactions ocωr:
C + 02 CO2 exothermic I、(1 、'‘I 
C +一n 2O2 
•
.. nCO exothermic (2) 
C + 2 H 0 ..CO2 + 2 H endothermic {3}2 2 
C + H20 .. CO + H2 endothermic 
(4) 
...C + CO2 2 CO endothermic (5)
C + ..2 H2 CH徉 exothermic (6) 
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The 地at to sustain the process is derived from the exothermic reacti∞s while the 
combustible comp∞ents of the low energy gas are primarily generated by the endothermic 
reactions. Although the reacti∞ kinetics of t地 gasificati∞ process are quite complex 
and still the subject of ∞nsiderable debate, the operati∞。f air blown, downdraft gasifiers
。f the type used in this research is straightforward. 的 in-o;Ie酌，﹒ cussi∞ of gasification 
theor y and reacti∞ kinetics may be found in References"" "ι ﹒
ASH PIT 
AIR .... 
REDUCTION 
ZONE 
FIGURE 2. Schematic of v前tical packed bed r闊前前﹒
G揖ification of Sludge/Solid Waste Mixtur臼
Downdraft gasifiers are simple t。∞nstruct and operate but they have exacting fuel 
requirements which include: 1) moisture ∞ntent < 30 percent, 2) ash content < 10 
percent, and 3) uniform fuel size. Since waste can be dried prior to gasification, excessive 
moisture can be overcome. However, ash ∞ntent and fuel size more difficult to 
handle. When the ash content is higher than 10 percent, solidified
are
particles known as 
slag may form and cause operati∞al problems. Excessive fine material in the fuel can 
cause mechanical bridging in the fuel hopper. A suitable fuel be made by mixing 
dewatered sludge with the paper fracti∞。f source sep訂ated 目lid w
can
aste, and densifying 
the mixture to producea densified refuse derived fuel (d-RDF) that has low moisture 
content, low ash content, and unif前m fuel size. 
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G品 Composition
When a gasifier is operated at atmospheric pressure with air as the oxidant, the end 
products of t憎 gasification process are a low· energy gas (LEG) typically containing (by 
lume) 1096 CO.." 2096 CO, 1596 H.." 296 CH" with the balance being N勻， and a carbon 
rich char. Due 丸。 t~ dil~ti~g~~if~t'~f~tt品 nit呵en in the in仰t air九he LEG has a 
energy content in the range of the 5.2 to 6.0 MJ/m~. When pure oxygen is used as the 
oxidar莓， a medium ..energy (MEG), with an energy content in the range of 12.9 to 13.8 
MJ/m~， is produced~. Because of their ∞mpl~xifr .,? hig~ 臼pital ∞st， oxygen blown 
gasifiers have not yet been applied commercially..... T
an
he simpler air blown gasifier has 
been used widely and is the subject of this paper. The low energy gas from a downdraft 
gasifier can be utilized in several ways. The simplest technique is to burn the gas with 
stoichiometric amounts of air in a standard boiler designed for natural gas. This requires 
minor modifications to the burner head to allow for more combustion air and enlargemeqt 
of the gas feed pipes to account for t悔 ~we~ en~rgy ∞ntent of the gas (::: 5.6 MJ/m~)
mpared to natur叫 gas (::: 37.3 MJ/m J ). Another approach is to ∞。1 and fil ter the 
gas and ~tilize it as an alternative fuel for internal combustion engines. Skov and 
Papworth.... described the operati∞ of gasoline engine powered trucks, buses, and 
agricultural equipment in Europe with gas produced 哈~~j)ortable w。∞。d fueled 伊sifie昀ga釗 迪
Ga品叫剖i凶訂iers 但n 剖鉤 加 uωseωd 。 perate diesel en19i E臼s f 前 be tω 叮前 胡斟ir悶s..... ，。叩 瑋 冶1eS
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS, METHODS, AND PROCEDURES 
To demonstrate the viability of the gasificati∞ process for t胎 proposed application, a 
pilot scale gasifier has been operated with densified mixtures of sludge and solid waste. 
The experimental gasifier system, t胎 preparati∞。f t悅 densified fuel, and the methods 
and proce由res used in the col1ecti∞ and analysis of the data are considered briefly in 
this sectiα1.
Experimental Gasification System 
To demonstrate the feasibility of operating a downdraft gasifier with mixtures of sludge 
and solid waste, an experiment剖 gasifier was designed and constructed. The complete 
system ∞nsists of three sub-systems: 1) batch fed downdraft gasifier, 2) data aquisition, 
and 3) solid waste shredding and densification. 
Batch Fed Gasifier- A pilot scale batch fed downdraft gasifier was designed and 
constructed for the experiments reported on in this paper. The design of t~e gasifier 
was based on earlier work done by the Swedish government in the late 50's T and 剖so
more recent wor~ by the Department of Agricultural Engineering at the University 
of
on
California, Davis....... As shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, the gasifier is built in three 
main assemblies, fuel hopper, firebox, and 的hpit. The fuel hopper is a double walled 
cylinder. The inner wall is in the form of a reverse taper cone to reduce the tendency 
for fuel bridging. The functi∞ of the double wall is to act as condenser to remove 
water vapor from the fuel prior to gasification. The condensed v
a
apor is collected in a 
condensate gutter and drained off after each run. The ∞ndensate gutter was patterned 
after those used in Swedish automotive gasifiers. Some researchers doubt the necessity 
for a gu口er and at least one gasifier manufacturer has eliminated it from their designs. 
This might produce a gas with a higher moisture content but would eliminate condensate 
as a waste stream. The fuel hopper is mounted ∞ the firebox with quick release bolts
切 allow for easy inspecti∞ after experiment副 runs.
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The firebox is 剖so a double waHed cylinder. The inner cylinder is the chamber where 
the gasification reactions ocωr. The space between the double walls act as a manifold 
to distribute air evenly to the six tuyeres (air nozzles) which supply air for the gasification 
reactions. The choke plate is mounted inside the firebox on a removable ring. The 
choke plate acts as a large orifice plate, replacing a venturi section previously used in 
the earlier World War II and Swedish gasifier designs. The firebox assembly is flange 
mounted to the ashpit. 
The ashpit is used to collect the char during an experimental run. A rotating eccentric 
grate is mounted in the bottom of the ashpit. The grate suppor臼 the fuel bed, and 
allows the passage of char and gas into tl活品hpit. The gas is ∞ntinuously drawn off 
through a pipe ∞ the side of the 品hpit. The char is removed through a quick release 
port. 
Data Aquisition- The data aquisiti∞ sub-system is an automated temperature measurement 
system. Temperatures are sensed with Type K thermocouples located as shown in Figure 
3. Additionally a Type T thermocouple is used in the air inlet line, a Type K thermocouple 
is installed in the gas outlet pipe, and provisi∞ is made for three magnetically mounted 
Type K thermocouples for surface temperature measurements. The thermal emf from 
the thermocouples is ∞nverted to temperatures by a Digitec Model 1000 Datalogger. 
The channel number, temperature, and elapsed time are printed on the paper tape output 
of the instrument. Since it was desired to monitor two critical temperatures on a 
continuous basis, two additional thermocouple readout devices were installed. These units 
permit continuous monitoring of the fuel hopper and tuyere temperatures during operation. 
These ternperatu res are 剖so recorded automatically by the Dat副ogger. A schematic of 
the thermocouple system and a photograph of the ∞mplete data analysis subsystem are 
shown in Figures 6 and 7. 
Solid \vaste Shreddin~ 個d Densifica世on- Densified fuels are required for the operation 
of packed bed gasifiers. The simplest type of densification system ∞nsists of a shredder 
followed by an agricultur剖 type cubing machine. Originally built to produce densified 
animal feeds, these machines can be easily modified to produce solid waste fuel cubes. 
One of the first systems of this type w品。pera.ted ~uring the ea;ly .1~70's .in Fort Wayne~
Indiana to produce a solid waste fuel for the city power plant"-'-. A more recent 
application of solid waste densification was demonstrated by the Pa嗎~uP6 Corporation 
of San Diego, which manufactures solid waste cubes as a boiler fuel 
Since the capacity of commercially available densification systems is relatively large (l .8 
to 仇5 metric tons per hour capacity) compared to the gasifier (16 t。每o kg/hr capacity), 
a densification system was not built especially for this project. Rather, existing 
densificati∞ systems ∞ the university campus and the pilot plant densificati∞ system
operated by the Papakube Corporation, San Diego, California were utilized. Key features 
of t地 Papakube system include an integral shredder, a metering system which allows 
moistening the paper to the optimum moisture content, and a modified John Deere Cuber 
(see Figure 8). 
Field T臼tin~
In addition to the gasifier temperatures that are recorded automatically by the data 
analysis subsystem, the following data are recorded manually during test runs. 
Air and G揖 Flows - Air and gas flows were measured using standard flange mounted
。rifice plates in the air inlet and the gas flare line. The orifice plates are calibrated 
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both before and after each run. Since the gas flare orifice was calibrated with 副r at 
ambient temperature, corrections for the temperature and average density of the low 
energy gas must be made. 
Wei帥it Lωs- The entire gasifi前 is mounted on platform scales. The weight of the 
gasifier is recorded at 5 minute intervals. Since the mar is acumulated in the ashpit, 
the weight loss during the run is a direct measure of g，品 generation.
Pr臼sure Drop - The pre臼ure drop across the fuel bed is measured periodically during 
the run. When the pressure drop exceeds 5 cm of water the grate is rotated, displacing 
char into the ashpit.
旦控主- Char samples were ∞llected ∞ the day foll州ng t地 run t。副low the gasifier 
t。∞。1. Samples for analysis were collected from the reducti∞ zone when the gasifier 
is partially dissembled for inspec世∞ after·each run. 
Condensate- At the ∞nclusion of each run ∞ndensate is drained from the gasifier, 
weighed, and a sample saved for later analysis.
皇室g - To assess the potenti訕。f sludge/waste paper cubes to cause slagging, the gasifier 
is P缸tially disassembled after each run, and the residual char in the firebox removed 
and sifted for slag agglomerations. 
.
』，
'
，、
BLOWER 
' 
SHREDDER 
FIGURE a. Schematic of 伯世 Papaku悔 densificati∞ system.
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Laborat。吋 Testing
Samples of gasifier fuels, chars, and ∞ndensate are tested. Grab samples of the low 
energy gas are 剖so analyzed. The samp且ng techniques, apparatus, and methods used for 
f明1， char, and gas ∞mpositi∞ are desσibed below and summarized in Table II. 
Fuel and Char T自臼- Proximate analyses of the fuel and char are determined according 
to ASTM Standard Methods. Ultimate analysis for percent C, H, N, S, and 0 of the 
fuel, char, and condensate are conducted by the Chemistry Department, University of 
California Berkeley campus. The energy ∞ntent of the fuel and char is determined with 
a Parr Oxygen Bomb Calorimeter. 
G臼 Sampling and Analysis - Gas sam抖的訂e ∞llected in Tedlar gas sampling bags. The 
gas samples are analyzed on a Leeds and Northrup process gas an剖yzer system. Percent 
CO, CO." 0." H." and hydrocarbons are determined. Samples are extracted from the ;~'fl~J'li~'wi~~'a~~;~μe train ∞nsi叫ng of a ∞ndenser， glass fiber filter, molecular 
sieve column, and a diaphragm pump. The moisture content of the gas is determined 
with a MI~CO Model 7200 Source Sampler by the ∞ndensati ∞ method as described in 
Reference"' ,. 
TABLE D. Summary of da'旭∞Uection 甜甜甜祖Iy到s equipment. 
Test STaemcMpliiqn自g API祖ratus Reference 
Proximate Grab samples of Drying oven, muffle furnace, ASTM 03172-73 
analysis fuel and char desiccator "St副ldard Method for the Proximate 
Analysis of Coke and Coal" 
Ultimate Grab samples of C, H, N wi Perkin-Elmer Micro-Analytical Laboratory 
analysis 1ueI and char Gas Analyzer Department of Chemistry 
S by Grote Combustion University of California, Berkeley 
Meth呵 ppt wi BaS04 
Energy Grab samples of Parr Adiabatic Oxygen ASTM 0-2015-66 
content fuel and char Bomb Calorimeter "Gr。話 Calorific Value 01 
a Solid Fuel by tt胃 Adiabatic
Bomb Cal叮imetertl
Dry gas Grab sample 01 
comp明ltlOn gas 
Leeds and Northrup Multi- Manulacturers operational 
Component Gas Analyzer manuals. Calibration 
by standard gas mixtures.(LHeh, CO, Ncoorιlr 
s &: Northrup Thermc抖
magnet』c T0a、 Analyzer
Beckm副 al Hydrocarbon 
Analyzer 
Leeds &: Northrup Mωular
Gas Sampling System 
Gas Grab sample 01 Ice water impingers, MISCO 
mOlsture gas Model 7200 Source Sampler 
Cube physical Grab sample 01 Laborat叮y balance 
properties fuel 
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Eners=:y B副ance Computations 
In an energy balance the energy input to the gasifier is compared with the energy output. 
Energy inputs include: the sensible and latent heat of the air blast; and the sensible 
heat and heat of combusti∞ of the fuel. Energy outpu臼 include: the heat of combustion 
ar吋 sensible heat of the dry gas; the sensible and latent heat of the steam in the gas; 
the sensible heat and heat of combusti∞。f the char; the sensible 情前， heat of combustion, 
and latent heat of the condensate; and convecti∞ and radiation losses. Significant data 
required for mass and energy balances are summarized in Figures 9 and 10. Several 
simplifications that can be made ωthe en前gy b剖ance are discussp9 below. Details 
including appropriate ∞mputer programs may be found in Reference A ' •
Eners=: y Inputs- The sensible heat of the air blast is determined by measuring the 
temperature of the in戶t air. The latent heat of the air blast is ∞mputed by measuring 
the relative humidity of the ambient air and solving for the absolute humidity at the 
temperature of the air blast. However, in ener&yv b剖ances ∞nducted on gasification 
tests of 30 types of agricultural residues, Jenkins"" found that the sensible and latent 
heat of the air blast was less than 0.1 percent of the 憎at of combustion of the fuel. 
Therefore, the energy input of the air blast was ignored. The princip剖 input of energy 
to the gasifier is the heat of ∞mbusti∞。f the dry fuel. This must be reduced to 
account for the heat of vaporization of the combined water in the dry fuel and the free 
moisture of the fuel as fired. 
Eners=:y OutPl眩， Gas- The principal energy output of the gasifier is in the form of low 
energy gas. The energy in the gas is ∞ntained in three forms: chemical energy, sensible 
heat, and latent heat of the gas moisture. In these tes包 reported on in this paper, the 
latent heat was not considered because the gas moisture was not ∞ndensed. The chemical 
energy of t he gas is com 叭Jted by multiplying the volume fraction of each gas component,
品 determined by the dry gas analysis, by the saturated 凹ergy content of each ∞mponent
gas, and summing the total. 
The sensi ble heat in the gas is ∞mputed by first calculating the mean specific heat at 
constant pressure f or each gas component and then computing the sensible heat of the 
gas between the average gas temperature and the average gas temperature at the moisture 
sampler condenser. 
Energy Output, Char- Energy also leaves the gasifier the form of the sensible and latent 
heat, and heat of combusti∞。f the char. Since ∞。I char is removed from the gasifier 
on the day following the run, the sensible heat is ignored. The heat of combustion of 
tl可e char is determined by bomb calorimeter tests. 
Eners=:y Output, Condensate- The condensate is 剖so an energy output. Since condensate 
is removed from the gasifier at ambient temperature, the latent 胡d sensible l~at of 
the condensate are ignored. The heat of combusti∞ determined by Jenkins‘, 4.75 
MJ/I嗯， was assumed. 
L盤空- Energy losses from the ga釗ier include ∞nvecti∞ and radiation from the gasifier 
structure. Losses are determined by balancing the net energy into the gasifier against 
the en前gy outputs. Losses may 剖so reflect errors in determining the gas flow rate and 
the char generation rate. 
Efficienci臼- The efficiency of gasifier can be defined in terms of the hot and ∞ld
gas efficiency. The hot gas efficie
a
ncy is the appropriate figure to use when the sensible 
heat of the low energy gas c胡 be utilized, such as in direct coupled boiler operation. 
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The cold gas efficiency represents the efficiency that ∞uld be expected when the low 
energy gas is used to power an internal combustion engine, which requires that the gas 
be cooled, thus wasting the sensible heat. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The gasifier was operated with four different densified mixtures of sludge and solid 
waste. Tt隱 characteristics of these fuels, operation副 data from the test runs, and 
energy balances f前 the runs are presented and discussed in this se時io□ 島字suits from 
gasification tests with other biomass fuels are given in References"" ....., ...... 
Fl時1 Characteristi 臼
Samples of lag∞n dried, mixed primary and secondary sludge (approximately 60 percent 
solids) from the University's treatment plant were collected and trucked to the Papakube 
pilot plant in San Diego. Five batches of cubes (approximately 200 kg each) were 
prepared by placing preweighed dried sludge and newsprint on the conveyor belt of the 
densificati∞ system. The violent mixing action of the shredder, blower, and cyclone 
were sufficient to ensu時間iform mixing of sludge particles and shredded paper (see 
Figure 8). Mixtures 10, 15, 20 and 25 percent sludge (by wet weight) were prep缸ed.
TABLE m. Summary of fuel characteristics used for g，品ificati∞ studi倒﹒
Item RUN 09 RUN 10 RUN 11 RUN 12 
Fuel description 1096 Sludge 的96 Sludge 2096 Sludge 2596 Sludge 
Cubes Cubes Cubes Cubes 
Proximate analyses 
VCM, % 
FC, 96 
83.87 
8.19 
75.10
12.19 
7件.5年
13.05 
73.66 
13.70 
Ash, % 1.11 2.62 3.07 件 .08
Moisture, % 6.83 10.09 9.3年 8.56 
Ultimate analyses 
(Dry basis) 
C, 96 
H, 96 
N, 96 
S, 96 
46.46
5.98 
0.19 
0.14 
件 5.99
5.89 
0.19 
0.10 
每5.24
5.81 
0.13 
0.11 
45.27 
5.77 
0.42 
0.16 
0 , %
Residue 
年5.33
1.90 
年4.83
3.00 
46.81 
1.90 
44.18 
4.20 
Energy content, MJ/kg 
(Dry basis, HHV) 19.04 18.88 18.93 18.49 
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All fuel cubes were tested for proximate analysis, ultimate analysis, and energy content. 
The results of these analyses are summarized in Table Ill. In general, the fuel cubes 
were all relatively high in volatile ∞mbustible matter (VCM), low in carbon ∞ntent，
and low in energy content (HHV) 部 compared to c。副 which has a VCM of 30 卸的
percent, a carb∞∞ntent greater than 70 percent, and a HHV of about 30 MJ/kg. Both 
bulk and unit densities of the fuels were 剖so measured (see Table IV). The bulk density 
is a significant p缸ameter in regards to storage and transportati∞ requirements. Densified 
fuels are over twi臼 the bulk density of natural biomass fuels such 訟 wood chips and
叫mond shells. If truck transportation is t地∞lyσi!~~!~ cX;n~sifi~_ f~~ls_ ~~~~ed. ~悔
optimum economic density for truck transport (= 256 kg/m""), whe句 la truck reaches both 
its volume and weight limits for over the highway transportation...... 
Operational Data 
An operati∞al summary of the test seri臼 ~s given in Table V. All test were 
conducted at the same air flow rate, 0.36/m""/min (l atm個戶ere，伊C). Thus, the
runs
flow 
rate of fuel through the gasifier, the efficiency, and gas quality a functi∞ of the 
gasificati∞ characteristicsof the fuel. The resul髓。f the gasification t
are
est seri臼 including
the fuel, char, ar吋 condensate rates; air and gas flows; weight and volume reductions; 
and temperature profiles 缸e discussed below. 
Fuel, Char, and C∞densate Rat臼﹒ The fuel consumpti∞ rate is the primary parameter 
used to ∞mp缸e the gasificati∞ potenti副。f fuels. It is calculated as shown: 
Weight 10臼 Condensate Char +Slag 
Fuel consumption during run + removed + removed removed
-
-rate Net run time 
Where: Net run time = Run time . (Refueling time + Other down time) 
TABLE IV. Densiti目。f gasifier fuels. 
Fuel Run No. Densification Bulk Unit 
process density, density, 
kg/m 3 kg/m J 
10% Sludge cubes 09 Papakube 374­ 738 
15% Sludge cubes 10 Papakube ♀♀5 932 
20% Sludge cubes 11 Papakube 536 1010 
25% Sludge cubes 12 Papakube 4-86 101 4­
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It was orginally assumed that the fuel ∞nsumpti∞ rate was inversely related to the 
bulk density. However, from a review of the data in Tables IV and V if can be seen 
that the densified fuel with 甘苦e lowest ∞nsumpti∞ rate， 15 percent sludge, was among 
the least dense of the densified fuels. In both wood and c。副 gasification studies, it has 
been found that 戶口uqpqp mughness md 悶。“ty of fuels 旭愉 a profoomds 川叫 叫
悶，靶 ，伊“ 仙 Jrf e 阱叫 tt憎 。lid 前 Jdgethe rat:e of gasi江fi比cau∞. Su叮臼ac臼 proper世ti臼。of E唸e sω 祠 waste/s叫lu叫，伊 cubes were 
not investigated dωur叫ing this pro 缸 趴凶Jt 缸e currently lD'lder study. Char and ∞ndensate嗯 叫。吋ject 前
producti∞ rates were determined by weighing the char and condensate removed after 
each rlD'l. The differences between the rates for each fuel were not significant. 
Air and Gas Flows - In additi∞ to the gas flow measurements made with the flare stack 
orifice plate, gas flows were ∞m開ted by mass and nitrogen balances. The gas flow 
was com仰ted with the mass balance by comparing the 副r and fuel flow into the gasifier 
with the g筒， char, and ∞ndensate output rates. The gas flow was ∞mputed with the 
nitrogen b副ance by comparing the nitrogen in the input airflow with the nitrogen in the 
low energy gas (nitrogen in the fuel, char, and ∞ndensate was assumed ωbe negligible). 
The correlati∞ between the gas flows determined by the ori自由抖的e measuremen臼 and
the nitrogen balances was not g∞d. This was probably due to a heavy partiωlate build 
up whidl was noted ∞ the flare stack orifice plate after each run. Therefore, gas flows 
were ∞mputed based ∞ the average of the m品s and nitrogen 加lances.
TABLE V. Operational summaη.
Item RUN 09 RUN 10 RUN 11 RUN 12 
Fuel description 1096 Sludge 1596 Sludge 
cubes cubes 
2096 Sludge 
cubes 
2596 Sludge 
cubes 
Fuel consumption rate, kg/hr 21.4 12.3 17.5 16.3 
Char producti∞ rate， kg/hr 1.15 1.40 2.47 1.71 
Condensate producti∞ rate， kg/hr 0.58 0.82 0.50 0.73 
Net run time, min 251 407 265 262 
Gas flare ignition time, min 9 31 24 每#
Air in凹t rate, rrl3/min 
(伊C， 1 atm) 
0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36
Gas output rate, m 3/min
«(fC, 1 atm) N/Aa N/A 0.68 0.66 
Average reduction zone temperature, °c 828.8 656.4 779.8 734.7 
Average gas outlet temperature，叫: 193.5 149.1 197.6 180.6 
Volume reduction, 96 81 73 64 74 
Weight reduction, 96 91 80 82 83 
aNot available 
-17­
Wei~ht and Volume Reducti∞- Weight reducti∞ for sludge/solid waste αbes 悶nged
from 91 切的 percent for 10 to 25 percent sludge mixtures respectively. Similarly, the 
volume reducti∞ ranged from ωto 81 percent for 10 to 20 percent sludge mixtures 
respectively (see Table V). Greater volume and weight reducti∞s may be possible by 
optimizati ∞。f the gasification pro臼SSe
Temperature ProfiJ臼- The most important temperatures from an operati∞al viewpoint 
the reducti∞ zone and gas outlet temperatures. Average reduction zone and gas 
tem
are
peratures for each run are given in Table V. Temperature profiles for RUN 10, 15 
percent sludge/solid waste cubes, are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Due to gas sampling 
problems, the was done in two par笛， with 3 hours of down time in between. The 
first part was 310
run
minutes long with 28 minutes of down time, for a net run time of 
282 minutes. The second p缸t of the was 140 minutes I∞g with 15 minutes of down 
time, fα. net of 125 minutes. T
run
he average reducti∞ z。間 temperature for the 
first p缸t w
a
as 636°C,
run
and 698°C f前 the second part, with an overall average temperature 
of 656°C. The average gas temperature for the first part was 148°C, for the second 
part, 151吧， with an overall average of 149°C. 
The reduction z∞e temperature was 843°C when the first part of the run was terminated. 
When the gasifier was restarted after 3 hours of down time, the reduction zone had 
cooled to 230°C. This allowed an extremely fast start-up of the gasifier ∞mpared to 
the initial start-up. Thus, packed bed gasifiers exhibit a heat reservoir effect similar 
to fluidized bed incinerators. 
G過 Analys臼- G品 samples were ∞llected for analysis during RUNS 9 through 12. 
However, due to problems with the gas sampling train, analyses are ∞ly available for 
RUNS 11, and 12. Dry gas composition, gas moisture content, and gas energy content 
are summarized in Table VI. The dry gas ∞mpositi∞s measured during RUNS 11, and 
12 were within the norm副 r胡ge expected for 剖r blown gasifiers. The energy content 
of the gas samples was within the typical range expected for low energy gas. 
Char, Cond凹sate， and SJB.Jt Characteristics 
Samples of char and ∞ndensate were ∞llected after each run. The char remainin~ in 
the gasifier firebox after each run was sifted for slag agglomerations.
旦垣!: - Sil?n~icant ~hara<:teristics of the chars are summarized in Table VU. The proximate 
analyses indicate that the dIars are low in volatile c。mbustible matter {VCM)and high 
in fixed carbon (FC) in comparis∞ to the sludge/solid waste mixtures (see Table III). In 
this respect t他 chars are similar to ∞als which are 副ωlow in VCM. The ash ∞ntent
。f the chars is very high, ranging from 的 to 80 percent. This would limit their use 部
a fuel. 
A.. rev~ew of th~.~tir:n ate ~alyses of the chars shows that relative to the gasifier fuels, 
the chars are high in carb∞ content and low in oxygen. The low oxygen content is 
confirmed by the high energy ∞ntent of chars from RUNS 09 through 12. However, 
when the chars were ignited in the oxygen bomb calorimeter, small metallic I∞king balls 
of slag were form側， indicative of the high 品h content of the chars. 
Although the chars have relatively high energy contents, their high ash content would 
seem to preclude their use as a gasifier fuel. Although the char ∞uld be blended int。
.the fuel of subsequent runs, a more promising use of the chars may be to utilize them 
-18­
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in tt、e polishing of wastewater treatment pI叩t effluent as a substitute for activated 
carbon. - This possibility is OJrrently under investigation. Char samples from RUNS 09,
凹， 11, and -12, as well as chars from agricultural residues, are being evaluated. 
TABLE VI. Compc路iti∞副吋 energy cont凹t of low energy gas. 
Item RUN 11 RUN 12 
Dr、y( gas composition 
By volume) 
CO, 96 20.9 21.5 
H2, 96 
CH4, 96
a 
14.5 
2.3 
13.7 
2.5 
C2H6, 96
a 0.1 0.1 
CO2, 96 1l .9 !l .0
。2' 96 0.3 0.3 
N2, 96 50.0 50.9 
Gas moisture content 
(By volume), 96 17.2 16.1 
Gas energy content MJ/m3 
(Saturated，。吧， I atm.) 5.02 5.08 
aMeasured as total hydrocarbons, CH" assumed to be 9596 of THC, 
C~H/ assumed to be 596 of THCτ2"6 
Conden扭扭- Detailed chemical analyses of the ∞ndensate were not ∞nducted， but 
ulnmate analyses for the ∞~~enl~t~ are. ~~ve.n in ~able. V~I. .In ~a_s~ficati∞ experiments
with agricultural wastes, Jenkins" w found that condensate is about 80 percent water. He 
also observed that ∞ndensate was produced mainly 也ring start-up and shut戶down. The 
average energy content of the condensate w倡“und 切 be 4.75 MJ/kg.
昱盔- The weight of the ash in the fuel and char, and the amount of slag recovered 
after each run, are summarized in Table IX. In all cases the ash recovered in the char 
exceeded the total ash theoretically contained in the fuel consumed during the run. This 
discrepancy was probably caused by sampling errors since the amount of char generated 
during a run is not precisely known. The slag generated in each run was approximately 
half the weight of the ash originally in the fuel. Individual agglomerati∞s were sometimes 
quite large, exceeding ten centimeters in length. Although no operational problems were 
experienced with the sludge/ωlid waste f田Is tested, run times were relatively short. 
L∞ger test runs will be needed to evaluate fully the slagging poten世副。f sludge/solid 
waste mixtures. 
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TA8LE VU. Summary of gasifier char d祖raeteristics.
Item RUN 09 RUN 10 RUN 11 RUN 12 
Fuel description 10% Sludge 15% Sludge 20% Sludge 25% Sludge 
cubes cubes cubes cubes 
Proximate analyses 
VCM, % 6.50 3.39 2.60 5.60 
FC, % 每9.40 46.16 16.90 18.50 
Ash, % 42.90 49.56 79.80 75.30 
Moisture, % 1.20 0.88 0.70 0.60 
Ultimate aansiasl)yses(Dry b 
C, % 35.78 70.38 79.01 68.55 
H, % 1.00 1.每9 0.75 1.36 
N, % 0.21 0.33 0.27 0.62 
5, % 0.05 0.18 0.20 0.19 
0 , % 0.00 6.12 2.37 2.68 
Residue 64.70 21.50 17.件。 26.60 
Energy ∞ntent， MJ/kg 
(Dry basis, HHV) 22.15 2仇37 27.60 24.38 
aAs oxides, therefore total is greater than 100% 
TABLE VIll. Summary of ∞ndensate charaeteris世cs.
Ultimate Analyses, cl) 
RUN C H N S O 
09 7.56 10.25 0.25 0.08 81.86 
10 7.12 10.31 0.07 0.10 82.40 
11 6.06 10.24 0.09 0.07 83.54 
12 7.55 10.37 0.12 0.05 81.91 
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TABLE IX. Char and slag generation. 
RUN 
Item 
09 10 11 12 
Fuel 
Sludge content, % 10 15 20 25 
Ash, % 1.1 2.6 3.1 年.1
Total fuel, kg 89.年 83.2 77.2 75.1 
Total 笛h， kg 1.0 2.2 2.4 3.1 
Char 
Ash, % 年2.9 每9.6 79.8 75.3 
Total char, kg 4.8 9.5 10.9 7.5 
Total ash, kg 2.1 每.7 8.7 5.6
旦旦旦
Total slag/kg 0.6 1.2 0.8 1.0 
Totals 
Char ash + slag, kg 2.7 5.9 9.5 6.6 
Char ash + slag/fuel ash, % 270 270 400 213 
Several techniques exist t。∞ntrol slagging. The easiest soluti∞ is to limit the ash 
content of the sludge/solid waste cubes by controlling the ratio of sludge to solid waste. 
Another technique is to operate the gasifier with a steam/air blast instead of air. This
吶11 reduce temperatures in the combusti∞ zone below the point where ash is melted. 
This method of temperature ∞ntrol is ∞mmon in ∞al gasificati∞. A third technique 
is ωoperate the gasifier at high temper剖ure conditions, deliberately producing a molten 
slag which 臼n be tapped and drained off during the run. This apprQ,.ach is used in the 
PUROX Process, in which a pure oxygen blast is used instead of air"'. 
Energy Balances - RlUlS 11 and 12 
Energy balances for RUNS 11 and 12，∞mputed using the approach discussed previously, 
are shown in Table X. Refering to Table X, energy balances are given both in energy 
units, MJ/hr, and percentages, a路uming the fuel net 凹ergyω100 percent. The gas 
chemical energy is the most significant energy output, rangingfrom 的 to 69 percent 
of the input net 研ergy. The gas sensible heat is relatively minor, contributing about 
4 percent to the energy output. The gas sensible heat could probably be increased by 
ins叫的i∞。f the ashpit and gas 抖ping to the flare. A f缸 more significant energy out開t
is the char energy, which r訊ged from 17 to 25 percent of the input net energy. As 
char generati∞ is sensitive to fuel residence time and air flow rate, char energy ∞uld
be minimized by proper operation. Condensate energy is very minor varying from 0.9 
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TABLE X. Energy 旭lane自﹒
RUN 11 RUN 12 
Item 
MJ/hr % MJ/hr % 
Gross energy, dry fuel 296.49 268.08 
Latent heat, combined water 20.39 18.31 
Latent heat, fuel moisture 斗.年年 4.36 
Net energy, fuel 271.66 100.00 2年 5.42 100.00 
Gas chemical energy 169.59 62.43 168.78 68.77 
Gas sensible heat 11.06 仇。7 9.72 3.96 
Char energy 69.00 25.件。 41. 45 16.89 
Condensate energy 
Energy losses 
2.38 
19.63 
0.87 
7.23 
3.33 
22.15 
1. 35 
9.02 
Hot gas efficiency 66.50 72.73 
Cold gas efficiency 62.43 68.77 
Fuel description 20% Sludge 25% Sludge 
cubes cubes 
to 1.4 percent of the input net energy. Energy I借ses ranged from 9 to 20 percent. 
Hot and cold gas efficiencies were 67 and 62 percent, respectively for RUN 11 and 73
剖'ld 69 percent for RUN 12. 
Comparis∞ of Experimental Efficienci臼 with Efficiency Val田s Reported in the 
Literature- The gasifier efficiencies found in this work are simi期盼 the laboratory 
scale test results reported by other researchers. Williams and Goss戶， in tests with the
UCD agri叫“叫 waste ∞ld g臼ga“ier fueled with walnut shells，時ported efficien啥?
of 63 to 81 percent, dependent ∞ the fuel ∞nsumpti∞ rate. Jantunen and Asplund...., 
using a Volvo automotive gasifier fueled with milled peat, reported cold gas efficiencies 
less than ωpercent. They ∞mmented that it郎.dati∞ of the gasifier firebox and air 
preheating could improve the efficiency. Cruz""', reported cold gas efficiencies in the 
range of 的 to 82 percent for an updraft gasifier fueled with ∞conut husks. 
Somew，挪t higher efficiencies have been reported in full scale gasifiers. Mauerer and 
L∞ick"'"T claimed hot gas efficienci倍。f 88 to 92 percent for a full scale (900 kg/hr), 
~~thra<:1te. zg副 fueled， Wellman-Galusha coal gasifier installed at a Pennsylvania brick 
kiln. G臼s....... reported hot gas efficiencies of 的 percent with a 300 I電/hr ， conti 
feed, pilot scale wood gasifier in a 531 hour extended test at the University of Cal宜。mia，
Davis Primate Center. These somewhat higher hot gas efficiencies reported for the 
Wellman-Galusha co剖 gasifier ar吋 the Davis pilot scale wood gasifier are probably more 
representative of what can be expected with a large scale，∞ntinuous flow, sludge/solid 
waste gasifier. 
THE APPLICATION OF GASIFICATION TECHNOLOGY IN A MUNICIPAL SETTING 
The successful gasificati∞。f densified sludge/solid waste mixtures has been dem∞strated
in this project. Some applica世。悶。f gasificati∞ technology in a municipal setting are 
reviewed in this secti∞.
-23­
The Role of Gasifi臼tion in LarRe Municipaliti臼
It has become more apparent in recent years that ∞upling together treatment of the 
liquid and solid waste s現自ms of a community makes good sense from both 胡 economic
and technical viewpoint~u. The relative simplicity of the gasifi臼ti∞ process lends itself 
to satellite opera討∞ in larg前 cities. For exam pIe, source separated solid waste (or 
sludge/solid waste mixtures) ∞uld be densified at a large central facility and 甘ucked
to satelli時 gasifiers in other parts of the city. Or in the case of large urban areas 
with several landfill si tes and wastewater 甘eatm凹t plants，∞mplete ∞-gasificati∞
systems could be located at earn site. 
The Role of Gasification In Small Municipaliti但
The implementati∞。f gasifi臼ti∞ in a small community setting will require several 
commitments ∞ the pa忱。f the community: 
1. An instituti∞al framework for economic and management ∞-operati∞
between solid waste and wastewater treatment authorities must be 
established. 
2. A community wide sour個 separati∞ system for the produc討∞。f a suitable 
gasifier fuel will be req叫red.
3. The technical expertise to m叩age and operate a ∞-gasificati∞ system will 
need to be developed, preferably within the existing staff of the solid waste 
collecti∞ and wastewater treatment agencies. 
Alt hough a gasificati∞ system could be operated in a small community strictly with 
source separated solid waste and sludge, a more ∞st effective approach might be to 
incorporate t他 gasificati∞ system with t憎 other waste generating activities of the city 
and its environs. If the gasifier system is located at the site of the city wastewater 
treatment plant, the low energy gas could then be used efficiently on-site to power 
pumps, blowers and other equipment. 
Provisi∞s could 剖so be made for the inclusi∞ of urb叩 biom品s. Operati∞ of downdraft 
gasi~iers wi~~. a ~~ide .range, pj 誓言:i~tu叫 wastes has 剖ready been demonstrated in 
previous gasification research""" ..~， "'. In rural areas, agricultural wastes ∞uld be 
obt副ned at little or no cost during some seasons. These supplement剖 biomass fuels 
would increase the utilizatiα'\ of the system. The fate of pesticide residues in the 
gasificati∞ process must be defined, before this opti∞ can be considered operational. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAnONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
C∞elusions derived from this work and recommendati∞s for future research 缸e presented 
below. 
Conclusions 
Based ∞ the experimental work the following conclusi∞s can be drawn: 
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1. The co-dispω剖。f densified sludge/solid waste mixtures appears to be 
technically feasible. 
2. The prep缸ati∞ of densified sludge/solid waste mixtures at a full scale pi!的
facility has been demonstrated. 
3. A pilot scale gasifier was ∞nstructed and operated with densified mixtures 
of sludge and 叩ur個 separated solid waste. Low energy gas was produc可
during the tests with an energy ∞ntent ranging from 5.02 to 5.08 mJ/m~，
at c∞versi∞ efficiencies from 67 to 73 percent. 
4. Other than a lower gasificati∞ rate relative to biomass fuels, no operational 
problems were experienced with sludge/solid waste fuels. However, some 
slag formati∞ was noted in the gasifier firebox. 
5. T他 co-gasificati∞。f densified sludge and source separated solid waste may 
be a new approach to ∞-disp借剖 that ∞uld be used by both large and small 
communities. 
Re∞mmendations for Future R臼earch
Although the technical feasibility of operating a packed bed gasifier with densified 
sludge/solid waste mixtures has been demonsrated, several key issues must be addressed 
in future work before the ∞-gasificati∞ process can be ∞sidered operati∞al ∞ a
routine basis. They are: 
1. What are the optimum ∞nditi∞s f前 gasifier operati∞ in terms of fuel 
consumption, air flow, gas quality, and efficiency? Tt給se parameters must 
be defined to develop loading factors and specificati∞s for the design of 
full scale systems. 
2. What ∞nditi∞s cause slagging? Slag ∞ntrol such as steam or 
water injec世。n，前 continuous grate rotati∞ sho叫d vestigated. be in
measures
3. What is the fate of heavy metals during the gasificati∞ process?
每. What is the mass emission rate and the size distribution for partic叫ates in 
the low energy gas? 
5. The economics of the ∞-gasificati∞ process f叮 small communities must 
be delineated. The effect of landfill distance, tipping fees, and operating 
costs of a source separation system should be included in the analysis. 
6. Manufacturers of appropriate system componen臼 must be identified. 
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